Tender Number: RFP 013 / 2020

PROVISION OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR THE SUPPORT TO DBSA
WITH PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCES FOR THE EXECUTING OF ITS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUPPORT MANDATE AND PROJECT
MANAGEMENT UNIT INITIATIVE

ADDENDUM NO.1

AMENDMENT TO THE TENDER DOCUMENT:
THESE CLARIFICATIONS MUST BE READ TO FORM PART OF THE TENDER.

i. Mandatory Briefing Session (2nd Compulsory Briefing Session)
   a) Due to this tender being part of a mis-interpretation of a Compulsory Briefing Session for RFP013/2020, the DBSA
      has approved the following:
      - Where a bidder has previously attended the Mandatory Briefing Session on 10th February 2020 at 14h00, and
        signed the formal Attendance Register of RFP013/2020
          - The bidder does not have to attend this Mandatory Briefing Session for RFP013/2020
          - However, if the bidder would like to re-attend the 2nd Mandatory Briefing Session they are permitted to
            do so
          - Bidders that have NOT managed to attend the Mandatory Briefing Session is allowed to attend on:-
            25TH FEBRUARY 2020 @ 14h00
              - DBSA WELCOME CENTRE, 1258 LEVER ROAD, HEADWAY HILLS, MIDRAND
      - The formal Attendance Register for RFP013/2020 will also be used as proof of attendance, together with the
        same Register signed by the previous bidders that attended the Briefing Session on 10th February 2020.
      - NOTE: THE CLOSING DATE HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO 10TH MARCH 2020 @ 11H00, AT THE
        WELCOME CENTRE, DBSA, 1258 LEVER ROAD, HEADWAY HILLS, MIDRAND.
      - ALL OTHER CONDITIONS OF RFP013/2020 REMAIN UNCHANGED AS PER THE INITIAL TENDER
        PROPOSAL

Signed: [Signature]

Mpumi Tjikane
Head: Supply Chain Management (Lending)